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Abstract

Deformation techniques are often used to model
the shape of geometric objects� This paper presents a
new geometric deformation technique allowing local
deformation of the shape of an object by merging the
object with a simple �D�shape �sphere� ellipsoid� �����
Two kinds of e�ects can be obtained	 the simple
shape is used to produce either a bump or a dent
on the object� The object is deformed so that it
includes or it embeds the simple shape� In order
to deform the object� the �D�space where it lies is
continuously deformed so that the object is bumped
and the shape of the bump corresponds to the simple
�D�shape� If the surfaces of both the original object
and the simple shape are smooth �continuously
di�erentiable�� the surface of the deformed object
is also smooth� Moreover� topological properties of
the object are unchanged� and the volume variation
of the deformed object is controlled by the volume
delimited by the simple shape�

An interactive deformation tool based on this tech�
nique is presented� It comprises a convex �D�shape
and a center �a �D point included in the shape��
The user can interactively control the deformation
by changing the parameters of the tool shape and
the position of the tool center� Control of the para�
meters is particularly intuitive�

R
esum
e

Les techniques de d
eformation sont souvent uti�
lis
ees pour modeler la forme d�objets g
eom
etriques�
Cet article pr
esente une nouvelle technique de d
efor�
mation qui permet de d
eformer localement un objet
en le fusionnant avec une forme �D simple �sph�ere�
ellipso�de� ����� Deux types d�e�ets peuvent �etre obte�
nus	 la forme simple est utilis
ee pour produire une d
e�
formation en bosse ou en creux� L�objet est d
eform
e

de fa�con �a inclure ou �a englober la forme simple�
A�n de d
eformer l�objet� l�espace �D dans lequel il
est plac
e est d
eform
e continument de telle fa�con que
l�objet soit bossel
e et que la forme de la bosse cor�
responde �a la forme simple� Si les surfaces de l�ob�
jet initial et de la forme simple sont lisses �continu�
ment di�
erentiables�� la surface de l�objet d
eform
e
l�est aussi� De plus� les propri
et
es topologiques de
l�objet sont inchang
ees et la variation de volume de
l�objet d
eform
e est contr�ol
e par le volume d
elimit
e
par la forme simple�
L�article pr
esente un outil de d
eformation inter�

actif bas
e sur cette technique� Il est compos
e d�une
forme �D convexe et d�un centre �un point �D in�
clus dans la forme�� L�utilisateur peut contr�oler in�
teractivement la d
eformation en modi�ant les para�
m�etres caract
erisant la forme de l�outil et la position
du centre de l�outil� Le contr�ole des param�etres est
particuli�erement intuitif�

� Introduction
Many deformation techniques have been developed�
they can be used to modify either globally or locally
the shape of a �D�object� They can be classi�ed in
two categories	
Physically based deformations use a set of linked

particles� Particles are associated with a �D�object�
They are subject to laws of physics and their dis�
placement generates a deformation on the object
���� �� ���� These deformation techniques are useful
to deform an object according to a natural phenome�
non ���� or to deform a surface so that it approximates
the boundary of �D data �����
Geometric deformations directly deform the geo�

metric model of a �D�object in di�erent ways	
� By modifying the parameters which de�ne the

model of an object� For instance� an object de�ned
by spline patches can be deformed by moving its



control points ��� ���� an object implicitly de�ned
by a potential �eld ���� ��� ��� can be deformed by
modifying the potential parameters or by merging it
with an other implicit object�

� By applying a mathematical transformation� In
this case� the �D�space where the object lies is
deformed� hence communicating a deformation to
the object� For instance� the Free Form Deformation
technique ���� �� �� deforms a �D spline lattice
by moving its control points� and the part of the
object enclosed in the lattice is deformed� In ����
a transformation is applied directly to the object
by moving some points of its surface� the object
is deformed consequently� This kind of deformation
does not depend on the object representation�

Geometric deformations are often implemented in
interactive modeling softwares� The user deforms an
initial �simple� object to model a more complex
one� He completely controls the deformation which
is often computed in real time�

Our deformation technique� described in section ��
is a geometric deformation� it corresponds to a �D�
space transformation� The deformation tool based
upon this technique is composed of a convex shape
located in space �the tool shape� and a �D�point �the
tool center� included in the tool shape� The tool can
deform an object in two ways	

� if the tool center is inside the object� the tool
shape is used to produce a bump on the object so
that the deformed object includes the tool shape
��gure ���

� if the tool center is outside the object� the tool
shape is used to produce a dent on the object �the
complement of the object is merged with the tool
shape ��gure ���

This technique has some interesting features	

� The technique is interactive� Deformations are
computed in real time on a standard graphic
workstation �it has been implemented in C��
on an SGI Indigo workstation� and the user can
interactively modify the tool attributes�

� Using the tool is intuitive� Consider that the
object is made of a soft material �like rubber� and
that a balloon is in�ating inside or outside of it
�depending on the position of the tool center�� the
shape of the balloon corresponds to the tool shape�
This bumps the object and the shape of the bump
corresponds to the tool shape� Thus� the user may
easily guess what the result will be�

� The presented technique does not depend on
the representation of the object� Especially� objects
described by a polygonal representation of their

tool shape

tool center

object

Figure �	 The tool produces a bump on the object

tool shape

tool center

object

Figure �	 The tool produces a dent on the object

surface� which are often used in interactive modelers�
are well adapted� This case is presented in section
�� A simple method which re�nes the mesh to
approximate more closely the deformed object�s
surface is proposed�
� This technique allows deformations that only

composition techniques can produce� A signi�cant
example consists in a drop which forms on the
surface of an object� Implicit modeling simulates
this by adding a new potential �eld to the object
but it requires an implicit description of the object�
Our tool simulates this by merging the explicitly
described object with a tool having a spherical
shape� The shape of the tool is not restricted
to sphere shapes� any convex shape would �t�
Other techniques allowing composition such as the
techniques based upon the Minkovski sum ����
or a fusion technique ��� directly compose two
objects� The construction of the resulting object
involves complex mesh operations and topological
transformations� so it is not easy to use them in an
interactive modeler as a deformation tool�

� The deformation technique

��� Description

In order to deform an object� we deform the �D�
space �named E� in which the object is located� The
tool shape �S� and the tool center �H� de�ne the
deformation� We assume that S is convex and H

is included into S� The deformation derives from a
simple transformation which maps E�fHg onto E�S
�a hole is created in the space� see �gure ��� Polar
coordinates are used to de�ne this transformation�



Figure �	 Space deformed by a spherical tool �in �D�

Let M be a point of E � fHg�
let �u be a normalized vector in the direction of

���
HM � i�e� �u  

���
HM

k
���
HMk

��

let � be the distance between H and M � i�e�

�  k
���
HMk �  �M  H � ��u �

let I be the intersection� between the boundary of
S and the half straight line �H��u��
let �� be the distance between H and I � i�e�

��  k
��
HIk �  � I  H � ���u �

The point M is transformed onto M � so that

M �  H � ���u where ��  �

p
��� � �� ���

We have chosen this transformation because it has
several interesting properties described below�

��� Properties
� Smoothness
The formula ��� de�nes a continuous mapping of
E�fHg onto E�S	 given a Cn surface �continuously
di�erentiable at order n�� if the surface of the tool
shape is Cn� the deformed surface is also Cn � This
property insures that our tool produces smooth
deformations�
� Locality

The deformation is located around the tool shape� If
a surface is far from S� the deformation is negligible	

��  �

p
��� � ��  �

�

s
� �

�
��

�

��

If �� ��� then �� � � �

� Volume conservation
An object of volume V including H� will be
transformed into an object of volume V � so that
V �  V � V� where V� is the volume of S� An object

�I is unique because S is convex and H is inside S�

that does not include H is transformed into an object
having the same volume�
This property is implied by the following feature	
The volume of a transformed angular sector is

increased by the volume of the intersection of the
sector and S� This will be shown in a �D�space ��gure
��	

Figure �	 Volume conservation �in �D�

Let ����� and ���� be the polar functions descri�
bing the boundary of S and the arc of an angular sec�
tor centered onH respectively� Let !v���� and !v���
be the areas of angular sectors de�ned by ������� d��
and ������ d�� respectively�

!v����  
�

�
�����

�d�

!v���  
�

�
�����d�

Let �nd a polar function ����� associated to the
deformed arc so that !v����� the area of the angular
sector de�ned by ������� d��� satis�es	

!v����  !v���� � !v���

This formula can be interpreted as the conservation
of the area inside an angular sector�

!v����  
�

�
������d�

�

�
������d�  

�

�
�����

�d� �
�

�
�����d�

By solving this equation� we determine that

�����  
p
������ � �����

The extension to �D�space is immediate	 by solving
!v�  !v��!v where !v

�� !v�� !v are the volumes
of three dimensional angular sectors� we determine
that

��  �

p
��� � ��



Figure �	 In�uence of the position of the tool center

Hence� using this formula� we built a transformation
that preserves the volume along an angular sector�
This implies that the volume of a transformed object
is unchanged or increased by the volume of S�

� Control of the deformation
The deformation is easily controllable by changing
the parameters of the tool shape� Therefore� it can be
scaled� rotated and moved interactively by the user�
Figures � and � illustrate these manipulations� By
applying several simple deformations to a simple �D�
object� complex objects can be created� on �gure �
a simple �D�object �an ellipsoid� is deformed thanks
to several tools to model a cat�

Relative position of the tool center inside the tool
shape also controls the deformation� For instance� in
�gure �� a sphere is deformed by a spherical tool�
If the tool center is inside the sphere� the sphere is
deformed so that it includes the tool� The volume of
the deformed object is increased by the volume of
the tool shape and the relative position of the tool
center inside the tool shape controls the direction to
which the volume is added�

� Case of an object described by a mesh

In computer graphics� a �D�object is often represen�
ted by a vertex"edge"facet network which approxi�
mates its surface� In order to deform such an object�
vertices are moved using the transformation ��� de�
�ned in section ���� But� the resulting mesh has also
to be re�ned �i�e� facets are split� which creates new
vertices� to approximate more closely the deformed
surface� For instance� let�s consider a cube� it could
be represented by � facets� �� edges and � vertices�
If it is deformed by a spherical tool� more than � fa�
cets are needed to approximate its surface� especially
near the tool shape� See �gure ��
We propose a simple method which re�nes the

mesh of a deformed surface� This method is adapted
to the deformation technique presented in this
article�
It is based upon the locality of the deformation�

If � � ��� the deformation is negligible �see section
��� An in�uence zone of the tool is de�ned by the
criterion �

��
� � where � is speci�ed by the user

�� � ��� If a facet is included into or intersects the
in�uence zone� it is marked and it will be split to �t
the deformation�
The splitting algorithm is iterative� We know the

shape of the tool and how to re�ne a mesh so that
it �ts well the surface of this simple tool shape	 in
order to control the re�nement� a useful criterion is
the length of the facets edges� For instance� if the tool
shape is a sphere of radius r� we consider that a mesh
that �ts well the surface of the tool shape should have
edges so that their length is less than 	r where 	 is
also speci�ed by the user �� � 	 � ��� In order to
re�ne the mesh of the deformed object� marked facets
are split if at least one of its edges does not satisfy
the length criterion� Hence� new facets and vertices
are created� vertices are moved onto the deformed
surface using the transformation ���� This operation
is iterated until every marked facets or newly created
ones satisfy the criterion�
Results of this algorithm are shown on �gures

� and �� The user can adjust the mesh �neness
by modifying � and 	� The mesh re�nement is
also computed in real time� which allows interactive
adjustments�

	 Conclusion

By merging a simple shape with a �D�object�
deformation e�ects are easily obtained� A complex
object can be interactively and quickly designed
by deforming it several times with our deformation



Figure �	 Mesh of a box deformed by merging a spherical tool

tool� The control of the deformation is intuitive for
the user because it directly depends on the tool
shape and the tool center that the user interactively
modi�es� The examples we have presented use
spherical or ellipsoidal tools� other kinds of convex
tool shapes� like cubes or cones� produce interesting
e�ects because they create sharp edges and conic
points on the deformed object �a discontinuity
appears in the deformed �D�space��
To produce animation e�ects� the shape of the ob�

ject can be continuously deformed through time by
animating the tool shape �its parameters are conside�
red as time�dependent functions� and re�computing
the deformation� An animation discontinuity will ap�
pear if the tool center moves through the surface of
the object� The deformation tool may be extended
to more complex tool shapes and to other kinds of
tool centers like curves� But the more complex the
tool is� the less intuitive it is�
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Figure 9 : an ellipsoid is deformed to model a cat

Figure 7 : a box deformed by 

a spherical tool
Figure 8 : a torus deformed by 

an ellipsoidal tool


